PRESS RELEASE – May 8, 2012
Relationship Guru Hits Amazon With New Book “Bad Dick, Good Jane®”

Dr. Lyn Kelley’s latest book gives women surprising insight on how to turn a frog into a prince
San Diego, CA – May 8, 2012. Marriage and family therapist and relationship expert Dr. Lyn
Kelley, recently released her highly anticipated relationship self help book entitled “Bad Dick,
Good Jane®” on Amazon.com.
The book, a hip, modern and humorous must-read for women of any age, was released on
Tuesday May 1, 2012 and explores the age old quest of how to turn a frog into a prince. Dr.
Lyn’s latest book gives women specifics on how to act and what to say to manage a man’s
behavior, make him fall madly in love and turn him into a real life prince. The book teaches
women why a “Bad Dick” is bad for a relationship and offers advice on how to spot “Bad Dicks”
immediately and how to use her proven strategies to turn the tables in your favor. The book
describes the 9 worst kinds of mates “Bad Dicks” (Floppy Dick, Stiff Dick, Limp Dick, Player Dick,
Slick Dick, Selfish Dick, Addicted Dick, Cheap Dick and Closed Dick) and how best to handle them
like “Good Janes”.
“I wrote this book for women who want to be in committed, monogamous, satisfying
relationships; however, the principles apply to ALL relationships. The most important decision a
woman will ever make in her lifetime is choosing a life mate. And if she’s already chosen one,
the next most important decision a woman can make is to turn him into a prince or keep him
from turning into a frog” says Dr. Lyn. “My book will help empower women and ensure that her
mate loves her, commits to her, and consistently treats her with dignity, honor, respect”.
Rich with practical tips and techniques, including sample dialogues to help you make meaningful
changes, “Bad Dick, Good Jane®” pinpoints the issues and actions that can make or break
relationships and guides the reader in perfecting the skills needed to create a positive vision for
their relationships while building a road map for much success and happiness.

Dr. Lyn is a passionate, caring and dedicated Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and
Certified Professional Coach. Her lifelong mission is to help both individuals and couples lead
more fulfilling lives and relationships by learning essential relationship skills. Dr. Lyn has over 25
years of experience as a professional speaker, teacher, relationship coach, organizational
consultant and writer. She has written 26 books to date and her seminars and workshops on
relationship issues have become extremely popular and sell out quickly. After her latest book
launch, Dr. Lyn will be traveling throughout the US and abroad promoting her new book with
book signings, seminars and speaking engagements.
To read a sample or order the book, please go to: http://www.amazon.com/Bad-Dick-GoodJane-ebook/dp/B006E77LI2/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1336060876&sr=1-1
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